Abstract. The abstract regular polyball Bn, n = (n 1 , . . . , n k ) ∈ N k , is a noncommutative analogue of the scalar polyball (C n 1 ) 1 × · · · × (C n 1 ) 1 , which has been recently studied in connection with operator model theory, curvature invariant, and Euler characteristic. In this paper, we study free holomorphic functions on Bn and provide analogues of several classical results from complex analysis such as: Abel theorem, Hadamard formula, Cauchy inequality, Schwarz lemma, and maximum principle. These results are used together with a class of noncommutative Berezin transforms to obtain a complete description of the group Aut(Bn) of all free holomorphic automorphisms of the polyball Bn, which is an analogue of Rudin's characterization of the holomorphic automorphisms of the polydisc, and show that
Introduction
Recently (see [20] , [21] ), we have tried to unify the multivariable operator model theory for balllike domains and commutative polydiscs, and extend it to a more general class of noncommutative polydomains (which includes the regular polyballs) and use it to develop a theory of free holomorphic functions. What is remarkable for these polydomains is that they have universal models, in a certain sense, which are (weighted) creation operators acting on tensor products of full Fock spaces. The model theory and the free holomorphic function theory on these polydomains are related, via noncommutative Berezin transforms, to the study of the operator algebras generated by the universal models, as well as to the theory of functions in several complex variable ( [8] , [25] , [26] ). It is the interplay between these three fields that lead to a rich analytic function theory on these noncommutative polydomains. Our work on curvature invariant [22] and Euler characteristic [23] on noncommutative regular polyballs has led us to study the free holomorphic automorphisms of these polyballs, which is the goal of the present paper and continues work of Voiculescu [28] , of Davidson and Pitts [6] , of Helton, Klep, McCullough and Singled [7] , of Benhida and Timotin [2] , [3] , and of the author in [18] , [19] . In a related context we mention the work of Muhly and Solel [10] , and of Power and Solel [24] .
Throughout this paper, B(H) stands for the algebra of all bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space H. We denote by B(H) n1 × c · · · × c B(H) n k , where n i ∈ N := {1, 2, . . .}, the set of all tuples X := (X 1 , . . . , X k ) in B(H) n1 ×· · ·×B(H) n k with the property that the entries of X s := (X s,1 , . . . , X s,ns ) are commuting with the entries of X t := (X t,1 , . . . , X t,nt ) for any s, t ∈ {1, . . . , k}, s = t. Note that the operators X s,1 , . . . , X s,ns are not necessarily commuting. Let n := (n 1 , . . . , n k ) and define the polyball
where [B(H)
n ] 1 := {(X 1 , . . . , X n ) ∈ B(H) n : X 1 X * 1 + · · · + X n X * n < 1}, n ∈ N. If A is a positive invertible operator, we write A > 0. The regular polyball on the Hilbert space H is defined by B n (H) := {X ∈ P n (H) We call the operator ∆ X (I) the defect of X. Note that if k = 1, then B n (H) coincides with the noncommutative unit ball [B(H) n1 ] 1 . We remark that the scalar representation of the the (abstract) regular polyball B n := {B n (H) : H is a Hilbert space} is B n (C) = P n (C) = (C n1 ) 1 × · · · × (C n k ) 1 .
Let H ni be an n i -dimensional complex Hilbert space with orthonormal basis e , α ∈ F + ni , and the operator S i,j acting on the tensor product , where i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n i }. We introduce the noncommutative Hardy algebra F ∞ n (resp. the polyball algebra A n ) as the weakly closed (resp. norm closed) non-selfadjoint algebra generated by {S i,j } and the identity.
We proved in [21] (in a more general setting) that X ∈ B(H) n1 × · · · × B(H) n k is a pure element in the regular polyball B n (H) H is a Hilbert space}. The existence of the universal model will play an important role in our paper, since it will make the connection between noncommutative function theory, operator algebras, and complex function theory in several variables. The latter is due to the fact that the joint eingenvectors for the universal model are parameterized by the scalar polyball (C n1 ) 1 × · · · × (C n k ) 1 via the Berezin transforms (see [20] ).
In Section 1, we show that the regular polyball B n is a logarithmically convex complete Reinhardt noncommutative domain, in an appropriate sense. We provide characterizations for free holomorphic functions on polyballs in terms of their universal models, obtain an analogue of Abel theorem from complex analysis, Cauchy type inequalities for the coefficients of free holomorphic functions, and an analogue of Liouville's theorem for entire functions. We prove that the largest regular polyball γB n , γ ∈ [0, ∞], which is included in the universal domain of convergence of a formal power series ϕ in indeterminates {Z i,j } and representation ϕ = In Section 2, we prove a Schwarz type result ( [26] ) which states that if F : B n (H) → B(H) p is a bounded free holomorphic function with F ∞ ≤ 1 and F (0) = 0, then F (X) ≤ m Bn (X) < 1 and m Bn (X) ≤ X , X ∈ B n (H), where m B is the Minkovski functional associated with the regular polyball B n . This result is used to prove a maximum principle for bounded free holomorphic functions on polyballs which states that if F : B n (H) → B(H) is a bounded free holomorphic function and there exists X 0 ∈ B n (H) such that
then F must be a constant. The results of Section 2 will play an important role in the next sections.
In Section 3, we give a complete description of the free holomorphic automorphisms of the polyball B n (see Theorem 3.6), which extends Rudin's characterization of the holomorphic automorphisms of the polydisc [26] , and prove some of their basic properties (see Theorem 3.9) . We also present an analogue of Poincaré's result [8] , that the open unit ball of C n is not biholomorphic equivalent to the polydisk D n , for noncommutative regular polyballs. More precisely, if n = (n 1 , . . . , n k ) ∈ N k and m = (m 1 , . . . , m q ) ∈ N q , we show that there is a biholomorphic map between the polyballs B n and B m if and only if k = q and there is a permutation σ of the set {1, . . . , k} such that m σ(i) = n i for any i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Moreover, any free biholomorphic function F : B n → B m is up to a permutation of (m 1 , . . . , m k ) an automorphism of the noncommutative regular polyball B n . This resembles the classical result of Ligocka [9] and Tsyganov [27] concerning biholomorphic automorphisms of product spaces with nice boundaries. The results of this section are used to show that
More precisely, we prove that the map Λ defined by
is a group isomorphism, whereΨ := SOT-lim r→1 Ψ(rS) is the boundary function of Ψ = (Ψ 1 , . . . , Ψ k ) ∈ Aut(B n ) with respect to the universal model S, and B z is the noncommutative Berezin transform at z.
In Section 4, we prove that any automorphism Γ of the Cuntz-Toeplitz C * -algebra C * (S), generated by the universal model S = {S i,j }, which leaves invariant the noncommutative polyball algebra A n , i.e. Γ(A n ) = A n , has the form
where Ψ ∈ Aut(B n ) and BΨ is the noncommutative Berezin transform at the boundary functionΨ. In this case, the noncommutative Berezin kernel KΨ is a unitary operator and Γ is a unitarily implemented automorphism of C * (S). Moreover, we have
where Aut A n (C * (S)) is the group of automorphisms of C * (S) which leave invariant the noncommutative polyball algebra A n . As a consequence, we obtain a concrete description for the group of automorphisms of the tensor product T n1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ T n k of Cuntz-Toeplitz algebras which leave invariant the tensor product A n1 ⊗ min · · ·⊗ min A n k of noncommutative disc algebras, which extends Voiculescu's result when k = 1. In particular, each holomorphic automorphism of the regular polyball B n induces an automorphism of the tensor product of Cuntz algebras O n1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ O n k which leaves invariant the non-self-adjoint subalgebra A n1 ⊗ min · · · ⊗ min A n k .
In Section 5, we prove that any unitarily implemented automorphism of the noncommutative polyball algebra A n (resp. the noncommutative Hardy algebra F ∞ n ) is the Berezin transform of a boundary function Ψ, where Ψ ∈ Aut(B n ). Moreover, we have
When k = 1, we recover some of the results obtained by Davidson and Pitts [6] and the author [18] . Let H ∞ (B n ) be the Hardy algebra of all bounded free holomorphic functions on the regular polyball.
is a unital algebraic homomorphism, it induces a unique homomorphism Λ : F ∞ n → F ∞ n such that ΛB = BΛ, where B is the noncommutative Berezin transform. We prove that Λ is a unitarily implemented automorphism of F ∞ n if and only if there is ϕ ∈ Aut(B n ) such that
A similar result holds for the algebra A(B n ) of all bounded free holomorphic functions on B n (H) with continuous extension to B n (H) − .
In Section 6, we prove that the free holomorphic automorphism group Aut(B n ) is a σ-compact, locally compact topological group with respect to the topology induced by the metric
We also show that if n = (n 1 , . . . , n k ) ∈ N k , then the free holomorphic automorphism group Aut(B n ) has card(Σ) path connected components, where Σ := {σ ∈ S k : (n σ(1) , . . . , n σ(k) ) = (n 1 , . . . , n k )} and S k is the symmetric group on the set {1, . . . , k}. We mention that a map π : Aut(B n ) → U(K), where U(K) is the unitary group on the Hilbert space K, is called (unitary) projective representation if
, where c (Φ,Ψ) is a complex number with |c(Φ, Ψ)| = 1, and the map Aut(B n ) ∋ Φ → π(Φ)ξ, η ∈ C is continuous for each ξ, η ∈ K. Using the structure of the free holomorphic automorphisms of the regular polyball B n , we conclude Section 6 by providing a concrete unitary projective representation of the topological group Aut(B n ), with respect to the metric d Bn , in terms of noncommutative Berezin kernels associated with regular polyballs.
We mention that the techniques of the present paper will be used in a future one to study the structure of the automorphism groups associated with certain classes of noncommutative varieties in polyballs, including the case of commutative operatorial polyballs. We also expect some of our results to extend to more general noncommutative polydomains ( [20] , [21] ).
Noncommutative polyballs and free holomorphic functions
In this section, we show that the regular polyball B n is a logarithmically convex complete Reinhardt noncommutative domain. We study free holomorphic functions on regular polyballs and provide analogues of several classical results from complex analysis such as: Abel theorem, Hadamard formula, Cauchy inequality, and Liouville theorem for entire functions.
First, we introduce a class of noncommutative Berezin transforms associated with regular polyballs. Let X = (X 1 , . . . , X k ) ∈ B n (H) − with X i := (X i,1 , . . . , X i,ni ). We use the notation X i,αi :
The noncommutative Berezin kernel associated with any element X in the noncommutative polyball B n (H) − is the operator
A very important property of the Berezin kernel is that K X X * i,j = (S * i,j ⊗ I)K X for any i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n i }. The Berezin transform at X ∈ B n (H) is the map B X :
If g is in the C * -algebra generated by S i,1 , . . . , S i,ni , we define the Berezin transform at X ∈ B n (H) − , by
where the limit is in the operator norm topology. In this case, the Berezin transform at X is a unital completely positive linear map such that
The Berezin transform will play an important role in this paper. More properties concerning noncommutative Berezin transforms and multivariable operator theory on noncommutative balls and polydomains, can be found in [16] , [17] , [18] , [20] , and [21] . For basic results on completely positive (resp. bounded) maps we refer the reader to [11] and [12] .
In what follows, we present some properties of the regular polyballs. Our first observation is that, in general, the inclusion B n (H) ⊂ P n (H) is strict. Indeed, consider the particular case n 1 = · · · = n k = 1.
Let M be a Hilbert space, H = M ⊕ M, and T i := 0 0 A i 0 , i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, where A i ∈ B(M) and
This clearly proves our assertion. On the other hand, note that there is r ∈ (0, 1) such that rP n (H) ⊂ B n (H). Moreover, due to Proposition 1.3 from [21] , one can easily see that [B(H)
If r := (r 1 , . . . , r k ), r i > 0, we set rX := (r 1 X 1 , . . . , r k X k ). When r ∈ R + , the notation rX is clear.
. . , k}, and S = (S 1 , . . . , S k ) is the universal model for the regular polyball B − n , then
Proof. We recall that two operators A, B ∈ B(H) are called doubly commuting if AB = BA and AB * = B * A. Since the entries of S i are doubly commuting with the entries of S t , whenever i, t ∈ {1, . . . , k}, i = t, we have
Taking into account that I − Φ λiSi (I) ≥ (1 − |λ i | 2 )I, the first inequality follows. Similarly, using the inequality I − Φ ziSi (I) ≥ I − Φ Si (I), one can deduce the second inequality.
(i) G is a complete Reinhardt set if zX ∈ G for any X ∈ G and z ∈ D n1+···+n k .
(ii) G is a logarithmically convex set if
is a convex subset of R k .
Proposition 1.3. The following properties hold:
n k , and its closure in the operator norm topology satisfies the relation
(iii) B n (H) − is a complete Reinhardt set and
n k with respect to the product topology. To prove the second part of item (i), set
Applying the Berezin transform at 1 r X to the first inequality of Lemma 1.1, when λ i = r, we deduce that
In particular, we have rY i < 1 for any r ∈ [0, 1). Due to Lemma 1.1 and using the Berezin transform at Y , we have ∆ rY (I) ≥ (1 − r 2 ) k I, which shows that rY ∈ B n (H). Since rY → Y, as r → 1, we conclude that D ⊆ B n (H) − , which proves item (i).
If z ∈ D n1+···+n k and T ∈ B n (H), then applying the Berezin transform at T to the second inequality
which shows that B n (H) is a complete Reinhardt domain and B n (H) = z∈D n 1 +···+n k zB n (H). Let T ∈ B n (H) − and z ∈ D n1+···+n k . Then there is r ∈ (0, 1) such that 1 r z ∈ D n1+···+n k . Applying the Berezin transform at rT to the first inequality of Lemma 1.1 when λ 1 = · · · = λ k = r, we deduce that rT ∈ B n (H). Therefore, zT ∈ 1 r zB n (H) ∈ B n (H), which shows that (1.1)
Since B n (H) is open, for any X ∈ B n (H), there is r ∈ (0, 1) such that X ∈ rB n (H). Consequently,
The relations (1.1) and (1.2) show that the first sequence of equalities in (ii) holds. Due to relation (1.1), for each r ∈ [0, 1), we have rB n (H) − ⊆ B n (H) which together with relation and (1.3) show that the second sequence of equalities in item (ii) holds. Now, one can easily see that item (iii) follows immediately from (ii). The proof is complete.
We remark that if r := (r 1 , . . . , r k ), r i > 0, then we also have B n (H) = 0≤ri<1 rB n (H) − . Note also that the regular polyball B n (H) is a logarithmically convex complete Reinhardt domain.
For each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, let Z i := (Z i,1 , . . . , Z i,ni ) be an n i -tuple of noncommuting indeterminates and assume that, for any p, q ∈ {1, . . . , k}, p = q, the entries in Z p are commuting with the entries in Z q . We set Z i,αi := Z i,j1 · · · Z i,jp if α i ∈ F 
The next result is an analogue of Abel theorem from complex analysis in our noncommutative multivariable setting.
is a formal power series and r = (r 1 , . . . , r k ), r i > 0, then the following statements hold.
is bounded, then the series
is convergent in rB n (H), the regular polyball of polyradius r = (r 1 , . . . , r k ), and uniformly convergent on sB n (H) − for any s = (s 1 , . . . , s k ) with 0 ≤ s i < r i .
(ii) If the set A is unbounded, then the series
are divergent for some X ∈ rB n (H) − and some Hilbert space H.
Proof. Let s i < r i , i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and X ∈ rB n (H), and assume that there is C > 0 such that
Due to the von Neumann type inequality [21] , we have
for any X ∈ sB n (H) − . On the other hand, due to Proposition 1.3, we have rB n (H) = 0≤si<ri sB n (H) − . Now, one can easily complete the proof of part (i).
To prove (ii), assume that the set A is unbounded. Then, using the fact that the isometries S (α) , with
, |α i | = p i , have orthogonal ranges, one can easily deduce that the series
are divergent, and rS :
is convergent in the operator norm topology for any X = {X i,j } ∈ ρB n (H) with i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n i }, and any Hilbert space H. We denote by Hol(ρB n ) the set of all free holomorphic functions on ρB n with scalar coefficients.
Using Theorem 1.4, one can easily deduce the following characterization for free holomorphic functions on regular polyballs. 
converges for any r i ∈ [0, ρ i ), i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
Throughout the paper, we say that the abstract polyball B n or a free holomorphic function F on B n has a certain property, if the property holds for any Hilbert space representation of B n and F , respectively. We remark that the coefficients of a free holomorphic function on a polyball are uniquely determined by its representation on an infinite dimensional Hilbert space. Indeed, assume that F = (α)
A (α) ∈ K, is a free holomorphic function with F (rS) = 0 for any r ∈ [0, 1). Then, for any x, y ∈ K, we have
. Hence A (α) = 0, which proves our assertion.
∈ C is a free holomorphic function on the abstract polyball
is a holomorphic function on the scalar polyball ρP
In what follows, we obtain Cauchy type inequalities for the coefficients of free holomorphic functions on regular polyballs. Theorem 1.8. Let F : ρB n (H) → B(K) ⊗ min B(H) be a free holomorphic function with representation
Let r = (r 1 , . . . , r k ) be such that 0 < r i < ρ i and define M (r) :
Moreover, M (r) = F (rS) , where S is the universal model of the regular polyball B n .
Proof. Using the fact that the isometries S (α) , with (α) = (α 1 , . . . ,
Hence, using the previous inequality, we deduce that
for any h ∈ K, and the inequality in the theorem follows. The fact that M (r) = F (rS) is due to von Neumann inequality [16] . The proof is complete.
We remark that due to the fact that there is r ∈ (0, 1) such that rP n (H) ⊂ B n (H), we have
We say that F is an entire function in B(H)
Here is an analogue of Liouville's theorem for entire functions on
is an entire function with the property that there is a constant C > 0 and (
F is a polynomial of degree at most q 1 +· · ·+q k . In particular, a bounded free holomorphic function must be constant.
Proof. Let F have the representation
Due to the hypothesis, we have
for any r i > 0. Hence, and using Theorem 1.8, we deduce that
for any r i > 0 and i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Consequently, if there is s ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that p s > q s , then taking r s → ∞ we obtain
which implies A (α) = 0 for any (α) = (α 1 , . . . , α k ) with α i ∈ F + ni and |α i | = p i and any p i ∈ Z + , i = s. Hence, we have
The proof is complete.
Define the set
Given a formal power series ϕ = (α)
, we define the set
We say that D ϕ is logarithmically convex if Λ is log-convex, i.e. the set
A (α) ⊗ Z (α) be a formal power series. The following statements hold.
(i) ϕ is free holomorphic on D ϕ and
where the series is convergent in the operator norm. (ii) D ϕ is a logarithmically convex complete Reinhardt domain.
Proof. According to Theorem 1.4 and due to the uniqueness of the representation for free holomorphic functions on polyballs, ϕ is a free holomorphic function on D ϕ (H) := r∈Λ rB n (H) and has the representation of item (i). To prove (ii), note first that, due to Proposition 1.3, D ϕ is a complete Reinhardt domain. Now, let (r 1 , . . . , r k ) and (s 1 , . . . , s k ) be in Λ. Then there is a constant C > 0 such that
. Consequently, due to the spectral theorem for positive operators, we have
Consequently, (r We remark that, due to Theorem 1.
is divergent for some X ∈ ρB n (H) − and some Hilbert space H. Indeed, take X = ρS and use Theorem 1.4. We call the set D ϕ the universal domain of convergence of the power series ϕ.
Our next task is to find the largest polyball rB n (H), r > 0, which is included in the universal domain of convergence of ϕ.
A (α) ⊗ Z (α) be a formal power series and define γ ∈ [0, ∞] by setting
Then the following statements hold.
(i) The series
is convergent. Moreover, the convergence is uniform on rB n (H)
(ii) For any s > γ, there is a Hilbert space H and Y ∈ sB n (H) − such that the series
is divergent in the operator norm topology.
Proof. Assume that γ > 0 and let X ∈ rB n (H) − , where 0 ≤ r < γ. Fix ρ ∈ (r, γ) and note that
Consequently, due to the von Neumann type inequality [16] , we have
Hence, item (i) holds and also implies that the series
The case when γ = ∞ can be treated in a similar manner. Now, assume that γ < ρ < s and let Y := sS, where S is the universal model of B n − . It is clear that Y ∈ sB n (H) − and
and, consequently,
. This shows that item (ii) holds and, moreover, that the series
is divergent.
The number γ satisfying properties (i) and (ii) in the theorem above is unique and is called the polyball radius of convergence for the power series ϕ. Corollary 1.12. Under the conditions of Theorem 1.11, the following statements hold.
is uniformly convergent on rB n (H)
Proof. A closer look at the proof of Theorem 1.11 reveals that item (i) was already proved and the only thing that we need in order to complete the proof of item (ii) is that, under the condition γ < ρ < s,
is divergent in the operator norm topology. Assume the contrary and apply the convergent series above to the vector x ⊗ 1, where x ∈ K. We deduce that
is in the Hilbert space
is an orthonormal basis for
Since the latter series is convergent for any r ∈ [0, 1), we deduce that
which implies that
for any X ∈ ρB n (H) − , where ρ ∈ (γ, s), which contradicts Theorem 1.11 (see the end of its proof). Therefore, item (ii) holds.
A closer look at the proofs of Theorem 1.11 and Corollary 1.12 reveals the following result. 
Moreover, we have the following characterization for free holomorphic functions on polyballs.
Corollary 1.14. Let S be the universal model associated with the abstract regular polyball B n . A formal power series ϕ = (α)
is a free holomorphic function (with coefficients in B(K)) on the abstract polyball ρB n , where ρ = (ρ 1 , . . . , ρ k ), ρ i > 0, if and only if the series
is convergent in the operator norm topology for any r ∈ [0, 1). Moreover, the set Hol(ρB n ) of all free holomorphic functions on ρB n is an algebra.
Maximum principle and Schwarz type results
In this section, we present some results concening the composition of free holomorphic functions and study bounded free holomorphic functions on polyball. We prove a Schwarz lemma, and a maximum principle in this setting. The results play an important role in the next sections.
Let H ∞ (B n ) denote the set of all elements ϕ in Hol(B n ) such that
where the supremum is taken over all X ∈ B n (H) and any Hilbert space H. One can show that H ∞ (B n ) is a Banach algebra under pointwise multiplication and the norm · ∞ . For each p ∈ N, we define the norms
where the supremum is taken over all X ∈ B n (H) and any Hilbert space H. It is easy to see that the norms · p , p ∈ N, determine an operator space structure on H ∞ (B n ), in the sense of Ruan ( [11] , [12] ).
Given ϕ ∈ F ∞ n and a Hilbert space H, the noncommutative Berezin transform associated with the abstract noncommutative polyball B n generates a function whose representation on H is
where
is the full Fock space on n i generators and
is the noncommutative Berezin kernel associated with X We call B[ϕ] the Berezin transform of ϕ. In [21] , we identified the noncommutative algebra F ∞ n with the Hardy subalgebra H ∞ (B n ) of bounded free holomorphic functions on B n . More precisely, we proved that he map Φ :
is a completely isometric isomorphism of operator algebras. Moreover, if g :
is a free holomorphic function on the abstract polyball B n , then the following statements are equivalent:
, where B is the noncommutative Berezin transform associated with the abstract polyball B n .
In this case,
We use the notationĝ := Φ(g) and callĝ the (model) boundary function of g with respect to the universal model S. We denote by A(B n ) the set of all elements g in Hol(B n ) such that the mapping
has a continuous extension to [B n (H)] − for any Hilbert space H. One can show that A(B n ) is a Banach algebra under pointwise multiplication and the norm · ∞ , and it has an operator space structure under the norms · p , p ∈ N. Moreover, we can identify the polyball algebra A n with the subalgebra A(B n ). We proved in [21] that the map Φ :
is convergent in the norm topology as r → 1;
(iii) there exists ϕ ∈ A n with g = B[ϕ], where B is the noncommutative Berezin transform associated with the abstract polyball B n .
where the limit is in the operator norm topology.
− is pure, we can apply the noncommutative Berezin transform and obtain
Since lim r→1fr =f in norm and B X is continuous in norm, we deduce that f (X)f (X)
. In a similar manner, if F = (F 1 , . . . , F q ) and i ∈ {1, . . . , q}, we obtain
we deduce that F i (X) is pure and, therefore, so is F (X). The proof is complete.
where S is the universal model of the regular polyball B n .
) for any r ∈ [0, 1), the direct implication is obvious. To prove the converse, assume that G = (G 1 , . . . , G q ) has the property that 1 (rS) , . . . , G i,mi (rS)) commutes with each entry of G s (rS) = (G s,1 (rS), . . . , G s,ms (rS)). Moreover, G(rS) is a pure element with entries {G i,j (rS)} in the noncommutative polyball algebra A n and, for each r ∈ [0, 1),
Since G is a free holomorphic function, it is continuous and G(tS) has the entries in A n . Applying the noncommutative Berezin transform at 1 t X to the relations mentioned above, when r = t, we deduce that the entries of G i (X) commute with the entries of G s (X), if i, s ∈ {1, . . . , q}, i = s, and
On the other hand, since G i (tS) is pure, Lemma 2.1 implies that G i (X) is pure. Hence, and using relation (2.1), we conclude that G(X) ∈ B n (H) for any X ∈ B n (H). The proof is complete.
Using Proposition 2.2 and the properties of the noncommutative Berezin transform, one can easily deduce the follow result.
mi , be a free holomorphic function such that, for each r ∈ [0, 1),
(ii) the entries of G t (rS) are commuting with the entries of G s (rS) for any s, t ∈ {1, . . . , q} with s = t.
Then range G ⊆ B m (H) if either one of the following conditions holds:
(b) the entries of G t (rS) are doubly commuting with the entries of G s (rS) for any s, t ∈ {1, . . . , q} with s = t.
Proof. If F has the Fourier representation
then we have
where the convergence is in the operator norm topology. Due to Proposition 2.2,
where s ∈ {1, . . . , q}, t ∈ {1, . . . , m s } and S is the universal model of the regular polyball B n . Since
where the convergence is in the operator norm topology. Taking into account that G s,t (S) is in the noncommutative polyball algebra A n , we have Λ r ∈ B(E, G) ⊗ A n ⊂ B(E, G)⊗F ∞ n . This implies that, for each r ∈ [0, 1), the operator Λ r has the Fourier representation
where the series converges in the operator topology. The next step in our proof is to show that C (α) (r) does not depend on r ∈ [0, 1). Using relations (2.2) and (2.3), we have
and for any x ∈ E, y ∈ G. On the other hand, the product G (γ) is a free holomorphic function on B n (H) and has a representation
. Therefore, C (α) (r) does not depend on r ∈ [0, 1). We set C (α) (r) = C (α) , and note that relation (2.3) implies that
is a free holomorphic function on B n (H). Moreover, since Q is continuous in the operator norm we deduce that
for any r ∈ [0, 1). Now, if X ∈ B n (H), then there is r ∈ (0, 1) such that X ∈ rB n (H). Applying the noncommutative Berezin transform at 1 r X to the relation above, we deduce that
for any X ∈ B n (H). The proof is complete.
be a bounded free holomorphic function with coefficients in B(K) and representation
for any q ∈ N, where A (0) := F (0).
Note that the operator C := P K⊗M F (S)| K⊗M is a contraction and, with respect to the decomposition
has the operator matrix representation
. . .
for any x, y ∈ K. This proves our assertion. Consequently, the column operator matrix
is a contraction, which completes the proof.
We recall that B n (H) is a complete Reinhardt domain and
We define the Minkovski functional associated with the regular polyball B n (H) to be the function m Bn :
Proposition 2.6. The Minkovski functional associated with the regular polyball B n (H) has the following properties:
There is a polyball rP n (H) ⊂ B n (H) for some r ∈ (0, 1), where m Bn is continuous.
Proof. To prove (i), we may assume that X = 0 and λ = 0. It is clear that m Bn (λX) = t > 0 if and only if λX ∈ cB n (H) for any c > t, and λX / ∈ dB n (H) if 0 < d < t. Taking into account that B n (H) = e iθ B n (H) for any θ ∈ R, we deduce that the latter conditions are equivalent to X ∈ c |λ| B n (H) for any c > t and X / ∈ d |λ| B n (H) if 0 < d < t. Hence, we obtain that m Bn (X) = t |λ| , which shows that item (i). We skip the proof of item (ii), since it is due to (i) and a straightforward argument.
According to Proposition 1.3, we have B n (H) = 0<r<1 rB n (H). Using this result, one can easily deduce item (iii). As we saw in the proof of the same proposition, for any r ∈ (0, 1), we have
n k is such that m Bn (X) = 1. Then there is a sequence {t m } with t m > 1 and t m → 1 such that X ∈ t m B n (H) for any m ∈ N. Taking t m → 1, we deduce that X ∈ B n (H) − . Hence, and using item (iii), one can see that item (iv) holds. To prove (v), note that the fact that rP n (H) ⊂ B n (H) for some r ∈ (0, 1) is quite clear, while the continuity of m Bn on rP n (H) is due to the convexity of the latter polyball. The proof is complete.
Let C Z i,j be the algebra of all polynomials in indeterminates Z i,j , where i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n i }. We define the free partial derivation ∂ ∂Zi,j on C Z i,j as the unique linear operator on this algebra, satisfying the conditions
and
The same definition extends to formal power series in the noncommuting indeter-
is a power series with operator-valued coefficients, then the free partial derivative of F with respect to Z i,j is the power series
∂Zi,j . One can prove that if F is a free holomorphic function on B n (H) then so is ∂F ∂Zi,j . We leave the proof to the reader.
The next result is an analogue of Schwarz lemma from complex analysis.
Theorem 2.7. Let F : B n (H) → B(H) p be a bounded free holomorphic function with
where m Bn is the Minkovski functional associated with the regular polyball B n (H). In particular, if p = 1, the free holomorphic function
has the property that ψ(X) ≤ m Bn (X) < 1.
Proof. Fix X ∈ B n (H) and let t ∈ (0, 1) be such that m Bn (X) < t < 1. Since 1 t X ∈ B n (H), Proposition 1.3 implies λ t X ∈ B n (H) for any λ ∈ D := {z ∈ C : |z| < 1}. For each x, y ∈ H (p) with x ≤ 1 and y ≤ 1, define the function ϕ x,y : D → C by setting
Taking into account that F is free holomorphic on B n (H) and F ∞ ≤ 1, we deduce that ϕ x,y is a holomorphic function on the unit disc and |ϕ x,y (λ)| ≤ 1. Since ϕ x,y (0) = 0, an application of the classical Schwarz lemma to ϕ x,y implies |ϕ x,y (λ)| ≤ |λ| for any λ ∈ D. Taking λ = m Bn (X), we obtain
for any t ∈ (0, 1) with m Bn (X) < t < 1. Since F is continuous on B n (H) and taking t → m Bn (X), we obtain | F (X)x, y | ≤ m Bn (X) for any x, y ∈ H (p) with x ≤ 1 and y ≤ 1. Consequently,
According to Proposition 1.9 from [21] , if
− , which implies m Bn (X) ≤ t X for any t > 1. taking t → 1, we deduce that m Bn (X) ≤ X . Now, we consider the particular case when p = 1. Due to the classical Schwarz lemma, we also have |ϕ ′ x,y (0)| ≤ 1. Since ϕ ′ x,y (0) = 1 t ψ(X)x, y , we deduce that ψ(X) ≤ t < 1. Taking t → m Bn (X), we obtain ψ(X) ≤ m Bn (X) < 1. The proof is complete.
We have all the ingredients to prove the following maximum principle.
Theorem 2.8. Let F : B n (H) → B(H) be a bounded free holomorphic function. If there exists X 0 ∈ B n (H) such that
Proof. Assume that F ∞ = 1 and there exists X 0 ∈ B n (H) such that F (X 0 ) = 1. Let F have the representation
According to Theorem 2.5, we have
Now, we assume that |F (0)| < 1 and set λ := F (0). Note that if Ψ λ is the corresponding automorphism of the open unit ball [B(H)] 1 (see the remarks preceding Theorem 3.6), then, due to Theorem 2.4, G := Ψ λ • F is a free holomorphic function on B n (H) with the property that G(0) = 0 and G ∞ ≤ 1. Using Theorem 2.7, we have G(X) < 1 for any X ∈ B n (H). Hence, Ψ λ (F (X 0 )) < 1. Since Ψ λ is an involutive automorphism of the open unit ball [B(H)] 1 , we deduce that
for any X ∈ B n (H), which contradicts our assumption that F (X 0 ) = 1. The proof is complete.
Corollary 2.9. Let F : B n (H) → B(H) be a nonconstant bounded free holomorphic function. Then the following statements hold:
. . , r k ) is strictly increasing with respect to each r i , where
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that F ∞ = 1. Part (i) is a consequence of Theorem 2.8. To prove part (ii), let 0 ≤ r 1 < t 1 < 1 and set r := r1 t1 ∈ [0, 1). Since F is a free holomorphic function on B n (H), the operator F (rS 1 , r 2 S 2 , . . . , r k S k ) is in the polyball algebra A n and F (r,r2,...,r k ) ∞ = F (rS 1 , r 2 S 2 , . . . , r k S k ) . Applying part (i) to the bounded free holomorphic function F (r,r2,...,r k ) on B n (H) and X = (rS 1 , r 2 S 2 , . . . , r k S k ), we obtain
The next version of the maximum principle is needed in the next sections.
Theorem 2.10. Let F : B n (H) → B(H) p be a bounded free holomorphic function with
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that F ∞ = 1. If F (0) = 0, Theorem 2.7 implies F (X) < 1 for any X ∈ B n (H), which completes the proof. Now we consider that case when 0 = F (0) < 1. Suppose that there is X 0 ∈ B n (H) such that 
which is a contradiction. The proof is complete.
Holomorphic automorphisms of noncommutative polyballs
In this section, we use noncommutative Berezin transforms to obtain a complete description of the group Aut(B n ) of all free holomorphic automorphisms of the polyball B n , which is an analogue of Rudin's characterization of the holomorphic automorphisms of the polydisc, and prove some of their basic properties. We show that Aut(B n ) ≃ Aut((C n1 ) 1 × · · · × (C n1 ) 1 ) and obtain an analogue of Poincaré's classical result that the open unit ball of C n is not biholomorphic equivalent to the polydisk D n , for noncommutative regular polyballs.
Proposition 3.1. If n = (n 1 , . . . , n k ) ∈ N k , then the following statements hold.
is a free holomorphic function on B n (H). In particular, if each C i is a unitary operator, then g| Bn(H) ∈ Aut(B n ) and g is a homeomorphism of
is a free holomorphic function on the regular polyball and range G ⊆ B n (H). In particular, if each ϕ i is a free holomorphic automorphism of the unit ball
Proof. The results are immediate consequences of Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 2.3.
Let F : B n (H) → B(H) n1+···n k be a free holomorphic function with F := (F 1 , . . . , F k ) and F i = (F i,1 , . . . , F i,ni ), where each F i,j is a free holomorphic function on B n (H) with scalar coefficients. We define F ′ (0) as the linear operator on C n1+···+n k having the matrix 
Now, we can prove the following noncommutative version of Cartan's uniqueness theorem [4] , for free holomorphic functions on regular polyballs. Theorem 3.2. Let F : B n (H) → B n (H) be a free holomorphic function such that F (0) = 0 and F ′ (0) = I. Then
Proof. Let X = (X 1,1 , . . . , X 1,n1 , . . . , X k,1 , . . . , X k,n k ) ∈ B n (H) and let
where F i,j are free holomorphic functions on the regular polyball B n (H), for any i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n i }. We will also use the row matrix notation X = [X i,j ; i, j], where the indices i, j are as above. Since F (0) = 0 and F ′ (0) = I, we must have
for any i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n i }. Assume that at least one of the coefficients a (ij) α1,...,α k is different from zero. Let m ≥ 2 be the smallest natural number such that there exist i 0 ∈ {1, . . . , k}, j 0 ∈ {1, . . . , n i0 }, and α 
p (X), where
for any p ≥ m, i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and j ∈ {1, . . . , n i }. Due to Theorem 2.4,
m+1 is a free holomorphic function containing only monomials of degree greater than or equal to m + 1. Using now Theorem, we deduce that F [2] := F • F is a free holomorphic function on the regular polyball B n (H). Note that
where Ω (ij) m+1 and Γ (ij) m+1 are free holomorphic functions containing only monomials of degree greater than or equal to m + 1. Continuing this process, we obtain
where Λ (ij) m+1 are free holomorphic functions containing only monomials of degree greater than or equal to m + 1.
Recall that α 
Hence, and using relation (3.2) when X = S, we obtain
m are homogeneous polynomials of degree m (see relation (3.1)). Taking into account the latter relation and the fact that
we deduce that
, taking n → ∞ in the inequality above, we obtain a contradiction. Therefore, we must have F (X) = X. The proof is complete.
where L := [a ij I H ] n×n . By abuse of notation, we also write Φ L (X) = XL.
A map F : B n (H) → B n (H) is called free biholomorphic if F is free homolorphic, one-to-one and onto, and has free holomorphic inverse. The automorphism group of B n (H), denoted by Aut(B n (H)), consists of all free biholomorphic functions of B n (H). It is clear that Aut(B n (H)) is a group with respect to the composition of free holomorphic functions.
In what follows, we characterize the free biholomorphic functions with F (0) = 0.
Theorem 3.3. Let F : B n (H) → B n (H) be a free biholomorphic function with F (0) = 0. Then there is an invertible bounded linear operator L on C n1+···n k such that
Proof. Consider the set Λ n := {(i, j) : i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, j ∈ {1, . . . , n i }} with the lexicographic order. Since
where Ψ s,t is a free holomorphic function which contains only monomials of degree ≥ 2. Therefore, we have
for some coefficients c (s,t) α1,...,α k ∈ C. Consider the matrix L := a (i,j) (s,t) ((i,j),(s,t))∈Λn×Λn and note that
Since F is free biholomorphic function with F (0) = 0, its inverse G : B n (H) → B n (H) is also a free holomorphic function with G(0) = 0. As above, one can see that G must have a representation of the form
is a square matrix with complex coefficients and Γ i,j is a free holomorphic function which contains only monomials of degree ≥ 2. Now, one can easily see that
where each Q i,j is a free holomorphic function which contains only monomials of degree ≥ 2. Since (G • F )(X) = X and due to the uniqueness of the representation of free holomorphic functions, we deduce that Q i,j = 0 for any (i, j) ∈ Λ n and LM = I n1+···+n k . In a similar manner, one can prove that LM = I n1+···+n k . Therefore, L is an invertible operator.
Since B n (H) is a noncommutative Reinhardt domain (see Proposition 1.3), for each θ ∈ R, the map X → e −iθ F (e iθ X) is a free holomorphic function on the regular polyball B n (H). Consequently, Theorem 2.4 implies that H(X) := G(e −iθ F (e iθ X)), X ∈ B n (H).
is a free holomorphic function with H(0) = 0 and
where each P i,j is a free holomorphic function which contains only monomials of degree ≥ 2. Since LM = I n1+···+n k , we can apply Theorem 3.2 and deduce that H(X) = X. Due to the definition of H and using the fact that F • G = id, we obtain e iθ F (X) = F (e iθ X) for any X ∈ B n (H), and θ ∈ R. Using relations (3.3), (3.4) and due to the uniqueness of the coefficients in the representation of free holomorphic functions, we deduce that
for any α i ∈ F + ni with |α 1 | + · · · + |α k | ≥ 2, and (s, t) ∈ Λ n . Hence, c (s,t) α1,...,α k = 0 and, therefore, Ψ s,t = 0. Now, relation (3.3) implies F (X) = XL, and he proof is complete. Theorem 3.4. Let n = (n 1 , . . . , n k ) ∈ N k and let F : B n (H) → B n (H) be a free biholomorphic function with F (0) = 0. Then there are unitary operators U i ∈ B(C ni ), i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and a permutation σ ∈ S k with the property that n σ −1 (i) = n i for i ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that
Moreover, the converse is also true.
Proof. According to Theorem 3.3, there is an invertible bounded linear operator L on C n1+···n k such that
Due to the classical result (see [25] , [9] , [27] ), there is a permutation σ ∈ S k such that n σ −1 (i) = n i for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, such that
where g i ∈ Aut((C ni ) 1 ) with g i (0) = 0 for any i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. According to [26] , each g i ∈ Aut((C ni ) 1 ) with g i (0) = 0 has the form g i (λ i ) = λ i U i , where U i ∈ B(C ni ) is a unitary operator. Consequently, we obtain
where the unitary operator U ∈ B(C n1+···+n k ) is the direct sum U = U 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ U k . Hence, we deduce that (p σ −1 • F )(λ 1 , . . . , λ k ) = [λ 1 , . . . , λ k ]U, which, due to the linearity of each component of F , implies
To prove the converse, let U i ∈ B(C ni ), i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, be unitary operators. Note that the map g i defined by
is a free holomorphic automorphism of the noncommutative ball [B(H)
ni ] 1 . Hence, and using Proposition 3.1, we deduce that g := (g 1 , . . . , g k ) and p σ are holomorphic automorphisms of the regular polyball B n . Consequently, F := p σ • g ∈ Aut(B n ) with F (0) = 0. The proof is complete.
Under the conditions of Theorem 3.3, we consider the unitary operator U ∈ B(C n1+···+n k ) defined as the direct sum U = U 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ U k and let Φ U : B n (H) → B n (H) be the free biholomorphic function defined by Φ U (X) := XU. Then, we have
Theorem 3.5. Let F : B n (H) → B n (H) be a free holomorphic function such that F ′ (0) is a unitary operator on C n1+···+n k . Then F is a free holomorphic automorphism of B n and
where τ denotes the transpose.
Proof. Assume that F has the representation
where A (α) ∈ P n (C) is written as a row operator with entries in C. Note that
Taking into account that F ′ (0) is a co-isometry, we deduce that
free holomorphic function with F ∞ = 1, we can apply Proposition 2.5. Consequently, we have
On the other hand, since F ′ (0) is an isometry, we have
where Λ n := {(i, j) : i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, j ∈ {1, . . . , n i }} and each G i,j is a free holomorphic function containing only monomials of degree ≥ 2. Since H is a free holomorphic function on B n (H) with H(0) = 0 and H ′ (0) = I n1+···+n k , Theorem 3.2 implies H(X) = X. Consequently, we have F (X)([F ′ (0)] τ ) * = X. Multiplying this relation to the right by [F ′ (0)] τ and taking into account that F ′ (0) is a co-isometry, we deduce that F (X) = X[F ′ (0)] τ for any X ∈ B n (H). This completes the proof.
In [18] , the theory of noncommutative characteristic functions for row contractions (see [13] ) was used to find all the involutive free holomorphic automorphisms of [B(H) n ] 1 . They turned out to be of the form
for some λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) ∈ B n , where Θ λ is the characteristic function of the row contraction λ, and ∆ λ , ∆ λ * are the defect operators defined by 
free holomorphic function on [B(H)
n ] γ which has the following properties:
(ii) The identity
1 . Now, we can prove a structure theorem for holomorphic automorphisms of regular polyballs. Theorem 3.6. Let n = (n 1 , . . . , n k ) ∈ N k and let Ψ ∈ Aut(B n (H)). If λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ k ) = Ψ −1 (0), then there are unique unitary operators U i ∈ B(C ni ), i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and a unique permutation σ ∈ S k with n σ(i) = n i such that
Proof. Let Ψ ∈ Aut(B n (H)) and let λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ k ) = Ψ −1 (0). For each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, λ i ∈ (C ni ) 1 , and Ψ λi is a free holomorphic automorphism of the noncommutative unit ball [B(
Consequently, using Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 2.4, we deduce that Ψ λ := (Ψ λ1 , . . . , Ψ λ k ) is a holomorphic automorphism of the regular polyball B n with the property that
and Ψ λ (0) = λ. Hence, Ψ • Ψ λ ∈ Aut(B n (H)) and (Ψ • Ψ λ )(0) = 0. Applying Theorem 3.3, there are unitary operators U i ∈ B(C ni ), i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and a permutation σ ∈ S k with the property that n σ −1 (i) = n i for i ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that
Hence, taking into account that Ψ λ (Ψ λ (X)) = X, we obtain Ψ = p σ • Φ U • Ψ λ , which completes the proof.
Corollary 3.7. Let F : B n (H) → B m (H) be a bounded free holomorphic function and a ∈ B n (C). Then
for any X ∈ B n (H), where m Bn is the Minkovski functional.
Proof. Consider the automorphisms Ψ a ∈ Aut(B n ) and Ψ F (a) ∈ Aut(B m ). Due to Theorem 2.4 and using the fact that Ψ a (0) = a and Ψ F (a) (F (a)) = 0, we deduce that G := Ψ F (a) • F • Ψ a is a free holomorphic function from B n (H) to B m (H), and G(0) = 0. Applying Theorem 2.7 to G, we obtain
Setting Y = Ψ a (Y) and using the fact that Ψ a • Ψ a = id, we complete the proof.
In what follows, we present an analogue of Poincaré result that the open unit ball of C n is not biholomorphic equivalent to the polydisk D n , for noncommutative regular polyballs.
if and only if k = q and there is a permutation σ ∈ S k such that m σ(i) = n i for any i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
Moreover, any free biholomorphic function F : B n (H) → B m (H)) is up to a permutation of (m 1 , . . . , m k ) an automorphism of the noncommutative regular polyball B n .
Proof. Let F : B n (H) → B m (H)) be a free biholomorphic function. Then its scalar representation
, is a scalar biholomorphic function. Using Browder's invariance of domain theorem, we deduce that n 1 + · · · + n k = m 1 + · · · + m q . On the other hand, according to the classical result of Ligocka and Tsyganov (which is a generalization of Rudin's characterization of the holomorphic automorphisms of the polydisc [25] ), we must have k = q and there is a permutation σ ∈ S k such that m σ(i) = n i for any i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Using Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 2.4, we deduce that p σ • F ∈ Aut(B n ), which completes the proof.
Let λ := (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) ∈ B n , λ = 0, and letΘ λ be the boundary function of the characteristic function with respect to the right creation operators R 1 , . . . , R n on the Fock space F 2 (H n ), i.e., Θ λ := SOT-lim r→1 Θ λ (rR 1 , . . . , rR n ). We recall from [18] , the following properties.
(i) the map Θ λ is a free holomorphic function on the open ball [B(H)
n ] γ , where γ :=
(iii)Θ λ is a pure row isometry with entries in the noncommutative disc algebra generated by R 1 , . . . , R n and the identity; (iv) rank (I −Θ λΘ * λ ) = 1 andΘ λ is unitarily equivalent to [R 1 , . . . , R n ]. We define the right creation operators R i,j acting on the Fock space F 2 (H ni ) and the ampliations R i,j acting on the tensor product
Theorem 3.9. Let Ψ = (Ψ 1 , . . . , Ψ k ) ∈ Aut(B n (H)), where n = (n 1 , . . . , n k ) ∈ N k , and letΨ = (Ψ 1 , . . . ,Ψ k ) be the boundary function with respect to the universal model S = {S i,j }. The following statements hold.
(i) Ψ is a free holomorphic function on the regular polyball γB n for some γ > 1.
(ii) The boundary functionΨ with respect to S is a pure element in the polyball
is an isometry with entries in the noncommutative disk algebra generated by S i,1 , . . . , S i,ni and the identity.
(iv) If Ψ ∈ Aut(B n (H)) and λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ k ) = Ψ −1 (0), then the identity
The defect of the boundary function of Ψ with respect to the universal model R = {R i,j } satisfies the relation
(vi) rank ∆Ψ = 1 andΨ is unitarily equivalent to the universal model S.
Proof. According to Theorem 3.6, if Ψ ∈ Aut(B n (H)) and λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ k ) = Ψ −1 (0), then there are unique unitary operators U i ∈ B(C ni ), i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and a unique permutation σ ∈ S k with n σ(i) = n i such that if λ i = 0 and γ i = ∞, otherwise, Poposition 3.1 part (iii) implies that Ψ λ is a free holomorphic function on the regular polyball γB n for γ := min{γ i : i ∈ {1, . . . , k}}. Using Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 3.1, one can complete the proof of item (i).
The first part of item (ii) follows from (i) and the continuity of the Ψ on γB n . On the other hand, due to the remarks preceding the theorem, we know thatΨ λi := lim r→1 Ψ λi (S i ) = Ψ λi (S i ) is a pure row isometry with entries in the noncommutative disc algebra generated by S i,1 , . . . , S i,ni and the identity, on the full Fock space F 2 (H ni ). If U i ∈ B(C ni ) are unitary operators, it is clear that the components of the boundary function 
For any permutation σ ∈ S k with n σ(i) = n i , the boundary functionp σ = (S σ(1) , . . . , S σ(k) ) has the entries pure row isometries. Now, using Lemma 2.1, we deduce that the boundary function of the composition Ψ = p σ • Φ U • Ψ λ satisfies the required properties of item (ii).
According to the remarks preceding Theorem 3.
which proves that Ψ λ is a homeomorphism of B n (H) − . According to Proposition 3.1, Φ λ and p σ are also homeomorphisms of B n (H) − . Since, due to Theorem 3.6, each Ψ ∈ Aut(B n (H)) has the representation Ψ = p σ • Φ U • Ψ λ , we conclude that Ψ is a homeomorphism of B n (H) − , which proves item (iii).
For each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, let S i = (S i,1 , . . . , S i,ni ) be the n i -tuple of left creation operators on the full Fock space F 2 (H ni ). According to the remarks preceding Theorem 3.6, we have
Taking the tensor product of these relations when i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and using the definition of the universal model S, we obtain
Note that both side of the relation above, as well as the factors involved, are in the noncommutative polyball algebra A n . Applying the Berezin transform at any element X = (X 1 , . . . , X k ) ∈ B n (H) − , we obtain
, which shows that item (iv) holds.
Now, we prove item (v). If
It is easy to see that K *
On the other hand, relation (3.6) written for the universal model R = {R i,j } implies
Therefore, item (v) follows. The fact that rank ∆Ψ = 1 is a simple consequence of item (iv) or (v).
Since the boundary functionΨ = (Ψ 1 , . . . ,Ψ k ), with respect to the universal model S = {S i,j }, is a pure element in the polyball
is an isometry with entries in the noncommutative disk algebra generated by S i,1 , . . . , S i,ni and the identity, we deduce that Ψ = (Ψ i,1 , . . . ,Ψ i,ni ) is a pure doubly commuting tuple of isometries with rank ∆Ψ = 1. Now, using the Wold type decomposition for nondegenerate * -representations of the C * -algebra C * (S) from [21] (see Corollary 7.3 and its consequences), we conclude thatΨ is unitarily equivalent to the universal model S. The proof is complete.
is a group isomorphism, whereΨ is the boundary function of Ψ = (Ψ 1 , . . . , Ψ k ) ∈ Aut(B n ) with respect to the universal model S and B z is the noncommutative Berezin transform at z.
Then, due to Theorem 3.6, there are unique unitary operators U i ∈ B(C ni ), i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and a unique permutation σ ∈ S k with n σ(i) = n i such that
where U := U 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ U k . According to Theorem 3.9, EachΨ i = (Ψ i,1 , . . . ,Ψ i,ni ) is a pure row isometry with entries in the noncommutative disk algebra generated by S i,1 , . . . , S i,ni and the identity. Note that
. . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n i }. Hence, using the continuity of the noncommutative Berezin transform in the operator norm topology and relation (3.7), we deduce that
for any z ∈ B n (C). Due to [25] , [9] , [27] , each automorphism of the scalar polyball (
. Therefore, Λ(Ψ) ∈ Aut(B n (C)), which proves the surjectivity of Λ. Moreover, we have [Λ(Ψ)](z) = Ψ(z), z ∈ B n (C), which clearly implies that Λ is a homomorphism. To prove injectivity of Λ, assume that Λ(Ψ) = id, where Ψ = p σ • Φ U • Ψ λ . Using the calculations above, we have p σ • Φ U • Ψ λ (z) = z for any z ∈ B n (C). Hence, one can easily deduce that λ = 0, U = −I, and σ = id, which implies Ψ = id. Therefore, Λ is a group isomorphism. This completes the proof.
Automorphisms of Cuntz-Toeplitz algebras
In this section, we determine the group of automorphisms of the Cuntz-Toeplitz C * -algebra C * (S) which leaves invariant the noncommutative polyball algebra A n , and the group of unitarily implemented automorphisms of the noncommutative polyball algebra A n (resp. Hardy algebra F ∞ n )). As a consequence, we obtain a concrete description for the group of automorphisms of the tensor product T n1 ⊗ · · ·⊗ T n k of Cuntz-Toeplitz algebras which leave invariant the tensor product A n1 ⊗ min · · ·⊗ min A n k of noncommutative disc algebras, which extends Voiculescu's result when k = 1.
− has a continuous extension (also denoted by F) to the closed polyball B n (H) − if and only if the boundary functionF has the entries in the noncommutative polyball algebra
Moreover, the noncommutative Berezin transform has the property that
for any X ∈ B n (H) − and g ∈ C * (S). If, in addition,F is a pure element of the polyball
− , then the same relation holds for any pure element X ∈ B n (H) − and g ∈ F ∞ n .
Proof. The first part of the proposition follows from [21] (Corollary 4.3) . To prove the second part, let
− and the entriesF i,j := lim r→1 F i,j (rS) are in the noncommutative polyball algebra A n . Let X ∈ B n (H) − and set A := (A 1 , . . . , A k ), with A i = (A i,1 , . . . , A i,ni ) , where
We recall that the noncommutative Berezin transform B X : C * (S) → B(H), which is defined by B X (f ) := lim r→1 B rX [g], is a completely contractive linear map such that
and the restriction B X | A n is a unital contractive homomorphism from A n to B(H). Now, note that
Since the linear span of the monomials S (α) S * (β) is dense in the C * -algebra C * (S) and the Berezin transform is continuous in the operator norm topology, we deduce that BF [g] is in C * (S) for any g ∈ C * (S), and
Now, we assume, in addition, thatF is a pure element of the polyball
have the Fourier representation (α) a (α) S (α) and set
where the convergence is in the operator norm topology. Since F (X) is pure for any pure element X ∈ B n (H) − , we can use the F ∞ n -functional calculus for pure elements in the regular polyball to deduce that
On the other hand, since the boundary functionF = (F 1 , . . . ,F n ) is a pure element in the polyball, we have
Now, since X is pure, the Berezin transform B X : F ∞ n → B(H) is SOT-continuous on bounded sets, and it coincides with the F ∞ n -functional calculus. Hence, using the calculations above and the fact that
for any f ∈ F ∞ n . This completes the proof.
A consequence of Proposition 4.1 is the following.
Proof. Note that Ψ • Φ = (Ψ • Φ)(S) = Ψ(Φ). Taking X =Φ in Proposition 4.1, the result follows.
− be the universal model of the regular polyball. Then T is unitarily equivalent to S ⊗ I K , where K is a Hilbert space, if and only if dim D T = dim K, where D T = ∆ T (I)(H), and the noncommutative Berezin kernel K T is a unitary operator. Moreover, in this case,
for any i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n i }, where W : K → D T is a unitary operator.
Proof. First, we assume that T is unitarily equivalent to S ⊗ I K := {S i,j ⊗ I K }, i.e., there is a unitary
We show that the noncommutative Berezin kernel K T satisfies the relation
Using the definition of the noncommutative Berezin kernel, we deduce that
Consider the unitary operator W : K → D T defined by W y := U (1 ⊗ y), y ∈ K. For any vector g = βi∈F
Hence, K T = (I ⊗ W )U * is a unitary operator. On the other hand, we have
for any i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n i }. Due to the properties of the noncommutative Berezin kernel,
Conversely, if the noncommutative Berezin kernel K T is a unitary operator, then, due to the fact that T is a pure element in B n (H) − and T i,j = K * T (S i,j ⊗ I DT )K T for any i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n i }, we complete the proof.
− be the universal model of the regular polyball. Then T is unitarily equivalent to S if and only if dim D T = 1 and the noncommutative Berezin kernel K T is a unitary operator. Moreover, in this case, the defect space D T = Cv 0 for some vector v 0 ∈ H with v 0 = 1, and
We denote by Aut A n (C * (S)) the group of automorphisms of the Cuntz-Toeplitz algebra C * (S) such that Γ(A n ) = A n . Theorem 4.5. Any automorphism Γ of the Cuntz-Toeplitz C * -algebra C * (S) which leaves invariant the noncommutative polyball algebra A n , i.e. Γ(A n ) = A n , has the form
where Ψ ∈ Aut(B n ) and BΨ is the noncommutative Berezin transform at the boundary functionΨ. In this case, the noncommutative Berezin kernel KΨ is a unitary operator and Γ is a unitary implemented automorphism of C * (S). Moreover, we have
Proof. Let Γ ∈ Aut A n (C * (S)), i.e., Ψ is an automorphism of the Cuntz-Toeplitz algebra C * (S) such that Γ(A n ) = A n . For each i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n i }, setφ i,j := Γ(S i,j ). Ifφ i := (φ i,1 , . . . ,φ i,ni ), then, using the fact that Γ is a morphism of C * -algebras, we have
and, similarly,
for any p i ∈ {0, 1}. On the other hand, if s, t ∈ {1, . . . , k}, s = t, theñ ϕ s,jφt,p = Γ(S s,j S t,p ) = Γ(S t,p S s,j ) =φ t,pφs,j for any j ∈ {1, . . . , n s } and p ∈ {1, . . . , n t }. Consequently, the k-tupleφ :
− . Now, using the noncommutative Berezin transform, we define ϕ i,j (X) := B X [φ i,j ] for X ∈ B n (H), and remark that, due to Proposition 4.1, the mapping ϕ : B n (H) → B n (H) − defined by ϕ(X) := (ϕ 1 (X), . . . , ϕ k (X)) and ϕ i (X) := (ϕ i,1 (X), . . . , ϕ i,ni (X)) is a free holomorphic function on B n (H) which has a continuous extension to the closed polyball B n (H)
− . This extension is also denoted by ϕ. Now, note that Γ −1 (A n ) = A n . For each i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n i }, letξ i,j := Γ −1 (S i,j ). As in the first part of the proof, one can show that the k-tupleξ := (ξ 1 , . . . ,ξ k ), withξ i := (ξ i,1 , . . . ,ξ i,ni ), is in the closed regular polyball
Using the noncommutative Berezin transform, we define ξ i,j (X) := B X [ξ i,j ] for X ∈ B n (H), and using again Proposition 4.1 we deduce that the map ξ :
is a free holomorphic function on B n (H) which has a continuous extension to B n (H) − , which is also denoted by ξ.
According to the results preceding Lemma 2.1, eachξ i,j ∈ A n has a unique formal Fourier type
where the limit is in the operator norm topology. Using the continuity of Γ in the norm topology, we deduce that
Due to the the continuity in norm of the Berezin transform B X , where X ∈ B n (H), we have
for any X ∈ B n (H), i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and j ∈ {1, . . . , n i }. Consequently, using the continuity in norm of ϕ and ξ on the closed polyball B n (H) − , we deduce that (ξ • ϕ)(X) = X for any X ∈ B n (H) − . Similarly, one can prove that (ϕ • ξ)(X) = X for any X ∈ B n (H) − . Therefore, ϕ : B n (H) − → B n (H) − is a homeomorphism such that ϕ and ϕ −1 = ξ are free holomorphic functions on B n (H).
The next step is to prove that ϕ(X) ∈ B n (H) for any X ∈ B n (H). Indeed, due to Corollary 1.7, the scalar representations of ϕ and ξ are holomorphic functions on B n (C) with values in the closed polyball B n (C) − . Applying the open mapping theorem from complex analysis to the scalar representations of ϕ and ξ, we deduce that ϕ(B n (C)) = B n (C) and ξ(B n (C)) = B n (C). In particular, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k},
ni is a free holomorphic function with the properties: ϕ i ∞ = 1 and ϕ i (0) < 1. Applying the maximum principle of Theorem 2.10, we conclude that ϕ i (X) < 1 for any X ∈ B n (H). Hence, and using Proposition 1.3 from [21] , we deduce that ϕ(X) ∈ B n (H), which proves our assertion. Similarly, one proves that ξ(X) ∈ B n (H) for any X ∈ B n (H). Therefore, ϕ ∈ Aut(B n ). Now, we apply Theorem 3.9 and deduce that rank ∆φ = 1 andφ is unitarily equivalent to the universal model S. Combining this with Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.4, we deduce that the noncommutative Berezin transform Kφ is a unitary operator and
Hence, we also have
Conversely, assume that Γ :
where Ψ ∈ Aut(B n ) and BΨ is the Berezin transform at the boundary functionΨ. As above, due to Theorem 3.9, Theorem 4.3, and Corollary 4.4, the noncommutative Berezin transform KΨ is a unitary operator and Γ is a unitarily implemented automorphism of C * (S). Now, note that each Γ ∈ Aut A n (C * (S)) corresponds to a unique Ψ ∈ Aut(B n ) such that relation (4.1) holds. Indeed, if Ψ 1 , Ψ 2 ∈ Aut(B n ) and BΨ
Define Λ : Aut A n (C * (S)) → Aut(B n ) by setting Λ(Γ) = Ψ. As we have seen above, Λ is a bijection. Let Γ 1 , Γ 2 ∈ Aut An (C * (S)) and Ψ 1 , Ψ 2 ∈ Aut(B n ) be such that Λ(Γ j ) = Ψ j , j = 1, 2. Using Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 4.2, we deduce that
for any g ∈ C * (S). Hence, we obtain Λ(
In [21] , we proved that the C * -algebra C * (S) is irreducible and contains the compact operators in
Standard results in representation theory of C * -algebras (see e.g. [1] ), imply that any automorphism of C * (S) is a unitarily implemented automorphism. Having this result at hand, we remark that an alternative proof of the fact that ϕ ∈ Aut(B n ) in Theorem 4.5 can be obtained using some ideas from the proof of Theorem 5.5 and avoiding the use of the open mapping theorem from complex analysis.
The Cuntz-Toeplitz algebra T n is the unique unital C * -algebra generated by n ∈ N isometries s 1 , . . . , s n satisfying relations s * i s j = δ ij 1 and s 1 s * 1 + · · · + s n s * n < 1. The noncommutative disc algebra A n (see [14] , [15] ) is the unique non-self-adjoint closed algebra generated s 1 , . . . , s n and the identity. We also recall [5] that the Cuntz algebra O n is uniquely defined as the C * -algebra generated by n ≥ 2 isometries satisfying relations σ * i σ j = δ ij 1 and σ 1 σ * 1 + · · · + σ n σ * n = 1. In [5] , Cuntz showed that if K ⊂ T n denotes the algebra of compact operators, then
is a short exact sequence of C * -algebras. Since the Cuntz algebra O n and the algebra of compact operators K are nuclear nuclear, so is the Cuntz-Toeplitz algebra T n . This implies that the tensor products of C * -algebras T n1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ T n k and O n1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ O n k have a unique C * -norm. The C * -algebra C * (S) generated by the universal model S = {S i,j } is * -isomorphic to T n1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ T n k (see [16] ). According to the definition of the min norm on tensor products of operator algebras [11] and since A ni can be seen as a subalgebra of T ni (see [15] ), we also have that A n ≃ A n1 ⊗ min · · · ⊗ min A n k .
Using the short exact sequence obtained by Cuntz [5] , one can deduce that there is a a surjective * -representation χ :
for i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n i }, where {σ i,j } ni j=1 is a set of generators of the Cuntz algebra O ni . We also remark (see [15] ) that the closed non-seladjoint algebra Alg(1, σ i ) generated by {σ i,j } ni j=1 and the identity is completely isometric isomorphic to the noncommutative disc algebra A ni . Consequently, one can see
Each holomorphic automorphism of the regular polyball B n induces an automorphism of the C * -algebra O n1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ O n k which leaves invariant the non-self-adjoint subalgebra A n1 ⊗ min · · · ⊗ min A n k .
5.
Automorphisms of the polyball algebra A(B n ) and the Hardy algebra H ∞ (B n )
In this section, we determine the group of unitarily implemented automorphisms of the noncommutative polyball algebra A n and Hardy algebra F ∞ n and show that they are isomorphic to the group Aut(B n ). We also present the corresponding results for the Hardy algebra of all bounded free holomorphic functions on the regular polyball H ∞ (B n ) and the polyball algebra A(B n ).
We remark that there are operator-valued coefficient versions of the previous two results and the proofs are similar. Theorem 5.3. Any unitarily implemented automorphism of the noncommutative polyball algebra A n is the Berezin transform BΨ| An of a boundary functionΨ, where Ψ ∈ Aut(B n ). Moreover, we have
Proof. First, assume that Ψ ∈ Aut(B n ). Due to Theorem 4.5, the noncommutative Berezin transform BΨ is a unitarily implemented automorphism of the Cuntz-Toeplitz algebra C * (S) such that BΨ(A n ) = A n . Consequently, BΨ| A n is a unitarily implemented automorphism of the noncommutative polyball algebra A n . Now, we assume that Γ is a unitarily implemented automorphism of A n , i.e., there exists a unitary operator
As in the proof of Theorem 4.5, we deduce that there is Ψ ∈ Aut(B n ) such that Γ = BΨ| A n and Aut(B n ) ≃ Aut u (A n ). The proof is complete.
We remark that Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 5.3 reveal that each unitarily implemented automorphism of A n has a unique extension to an automorphism of the C * -algebra C * (S). Moreover, the mappings BΨ| A n → BΨ → Ψ are group isomorphisms, showing that
If Λ : A(B n ) → A(B n ) is an algebraic homomorphism, it induces a unique homomorphismΛ : A n → A n such that the diagram
is commutative, i.e., ΛB = BΛ. The homomorphisms Λ andΛ uniquely determine each other by the formulas:
f ∈ A(B n ), X ∈ B n (H), and
We say that a unital completely contractive homomorphismΛ : A n → A n has a completely contractive hereditary linear extension to C * (S) if the linear maps defined by
are completely contractive.
Theorem 5.4. Let Λ : A(B n ) → A(B n ) be a unital algebraic automorphism. Then the following statements are equivalent.
(i)Λ is a unitarily implemented automorphism of A n .
(ii) There is ϕ ∈ Aut(B n ) such that
(iii)Λ is a completely contractive automorphism of A n with completely contractive hereditary linear extension to C * (S). (iv)Λ is continuous and {Λ(S i,j )} and
− , where S = {S i,j } is the universal model of the regular polyball B n . Proof. Assume that (i) holds. According to Theorem 5.3, there is ϕ ∈ Aut(B n ) such thatΛ = Bφ| A n . Consequently, using Proposition 4.1 we obtain
for any f ∈ A(B n ), therefore item (ii) holds. Now, we prove that (ii) =⇒ (iii). Note that we havẽ
for any f ∈ A(B n ). HenceΛ = BΨ| A n , which is a completely contractive automorphism and BΨ is a completely contractive hereditary linear extension to C * (S) (see Theorem 4.5). Let us prove that (iii) =⇒ (iv). Assume that (iii) holds. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n i }, setφ i,j :=Λ(S i,j ) ∈ A n . We need to show thatφ := (φ 1 , . . . ,φ k ), withφ i,1 , . . . ,φ i,ni ), is in the noncommutative polyball
Since Φ Si (I) ≤ I andΛ is completely contractive, we deduce that Φφ i (I) ≤ I for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Let 1 ≤ p ≤ k and i 1 < · · · < i p with i 1 , . . . , i p ∈ {1, . . . , k}. We have
which is equivalent to qj ∈{0,1}, q1+···+qp>0
SinceΛ has completely contractive hereditary linear extension, we deduce that qj ∈{0,1}, q1+···+qp>0
Taking into account that the operator under the norm is self-adjoint, we deduce that qj ∈{0,1}, q1+···+qp>0
This shows thatφ :
It remains to prove that (iv) =⇒ (i). Assume thatΛ(S) := {Λ(S
Due to the noncommutative von Neumann type inequality [21] , we have
SinceΛ is continuous and A n is the norm closed self-adjoint algebra generated by {S i,j } and the identity, we deduce thatΛ : A n → A n is a completely contractive homomorphism. Similarly, using the fact that {Λ −1 (S i,j )} is in the polyball
− , one can prove thatΛ −1 : A n → A n is also a completely contractive homomorphism. Now, as in the proof of Theorem 4.5, one can show thatΛ is a unitarily implemented automorphism of A n . This completes the proof.
We remark that if Λ : A(B n ) → A(B n ) is a unital algebraic homomorphism and at least one of n 1 , . . . , n k is greater than or equal 2, thenΛ is automatically continuous. Indeed, assume that there is i 0 ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that n i0 ≥ 2 andΛ is not continuous in the operator norm. Then there is a sequence {g p } ∞ p=1 of elements in the polyball algebra A n such thatΛ(g p ) ≥ p and g p ≤ 1 M p+2 for any p ∈ N, for some constant M > 1 with M > Λ −1 (S i,j ) for any i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n i }. Note that g := ∞ p=1Λ −1 (S i0,1 ) pΛ−1 (S i0,2 )g p is convergent in norm and, consequently, it is in the polyball algebra A n . For each q ∈ N, we haveΛ(g) = q p=1 S p i0,1 S i0,2Λ (g p ) + S q+1 i0,1Λ (ξ q ) for some ξ q ∈ A n . Since S i0,1 and S i0,2 are isometries with orthogonal ranges, we have S * i0,2 (S * i0,1 ) qΛ (g) =Λ(g q ) and, consequently, Λ (g) ≥ Λ (g q ) ≥ q for q ∈ N, which is a contradiction. Therefore,Λ is continuous. Proof. Let Ψ = (Ψ 1 , . . . , Ψ k ) ∈ Aut(B n ). According to Theorem 3.9, eachΨ i = (Ψ i,1 , . . . ,Ψ i,ni ) is a pure row isometry with entries in the noncommutative disk algebra generated by S i,1 , . . . , S i,ni and the identity. Consider the Berezin transform BΨ : F 
for any p i ∈ {0, 1}, andφ s,jφt,p = U * (S s,j S t,p )U = U (S t,p S s,j )U =φ t,pφs,j for s, t ∈ {1, . . . , k}, s = t, and any j ∈ {1, . . . , n s }, p ∈ {1, . . . , n t }, we deduce that the k-tuplẽ ϕ := (φ 1 , . . . ,φ k ) is in the closed regular polyball B n (⊗ This implies λ i 2 < 1 and ϕ(0) = (ϕ 1 (0), . . . , ϕ k (0)) ∈ B n (C). Therefore, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, ϕ i : B n (H) → B(H) ni is a free holomorphic function with the properties: ϕ i ∞ = 1 and ϕ i (0) < 1.
Applying Theorem 2.10, we conclude that ϕ i (X) < 1 for any X ∈ B n (H). Hence, and using Proposition 1.3 from [21] , we deduce that ϕ(X) ∈ B n (H). Now, note that Γ −1 (Y ) = U Y U * for any Y ∈ F ∞ n . For each i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n i }, letξ i,j := Γ −1 (S i,j ) ∈ F ∞ n . As in the first part of the proof, one can show that the k-tupleξ := (ξ 1 , . . . ,ξ k ), withξ i := (ξ i,1 , . . . ,ξ i,ni ) , is in the closed regular polyball B n (⊗ k i=1 F 2 (H ni )) − . Using the noncommutative Berezin transform, we define ξ i,j (X) := B X [ξ i,j ], X ∈ B n (H), and using again Proposition 4.1 we deduce that the map ξ defined by ξ(X) := (ξ 1 (X), . . . , ξ k (X)) and ξ i (X) := (ξ i,1 (X), . . . , ξ i,ni (X)) is a free holomorphic function on B n (H). As above, one can prove that ξ(X) ∈ B n (H) for any X ∈ B n (H). As in the proof of Theorem 4.5, we have (ξ • ϕ)(X) = (ϕ • ξ)(X) = X for any X ∈ B n (H), which shows ϕ ∈ Aut(B n ). Moreover, one can show that Γ| A n = Bφ| A n . Since A n is w * -dense in F ∞ n and Γ and Bφ are unitarily implemented (therefore w * -continuous), we deduce that Γ = Bφ. The fact that Aut(B n ) ≃ Aut u (F Proof. The implications (i) =⇒ (ii) =⇒ (iii) follow from Theorem 5.5 and Proposition 4.1. Now, assume that item (iii) holds. As in the proof of Theorem 5.4 (implication (iii) =⇒ (iv)), one can prove that {Λ(S i,j )} and {Λ −1 (S i,j )} are in the polyball B n (⊗ k i=1 F 2 (H ni )) − , hence, item (iv) holds. If we assume that (iv) holds, then, due to the continuity in norm ofΛ, we deduce, according to Theorem 5.4 , that ϕ ∈ Aut(B n ) andΛ| A n = Bφ| A n . Recall thatφ is pure (see Theorem 3.9) and Bφ is a unitarily implemented automorphism of F ∞ n . Since A n is W OT -dense in F ∞ n andΛ and Bφ are W OT -continuous on F ∞ n , we deduce thatΛ = Bφ. Therefore, item (i) holds. The proof is complete.
The automorphism group Aut(B n ) and unitary projective representations
In this section, we prove that, under a natural topology, the free holomorphic automorphism group Aut(B n )) is a metrizable, σ-compact, locally compact group, and provide a concrete unitary projective representation of it in terms of noncommutative Berezin kernels associated with regular polyballs.
According to Section 3, any Φ ∈ Aut(B n ), it is uniformly continuous on B n (H) − . Using standard arguments, one can easily prove the following result. 
